This is a Moose

Narrator: This is the Mighty Moose. His father is a moose. His mother is a moose. This moose wants to be an astronaut.

Duck: Cut. Excuse me, but moose cannot be astronauts. Moose are large hoofed animals that live in the woods. Now, would someone kindly get the moose out of the space suit? Thank you.

Kangaroo: This is a moose - take two!

Narrator: This is the Mighty Moose. His father is a moose. His mother is a...

Grandma: Yoo-hoo!

Duck: Cut. Who is this?

Grandma: I'm the moose's grandmother. When I was his age, I wanted to be a lacrosse goalie.

Narrator: Enter the grandmother.

Duck: You can't be a lacrosse goalie - you're a moose.
Grandma: Oh yeah? Go ahead, whip a shot in! I'll stiff you, sonny!

Duck: Would somebody please remove Grandma?

Kangaroo: This is a Moose – take three! OW!

Narrator: This is the Mighty Moose. His father is a moose. His mother...

Duck: Is that a giraffe?

Chipmunk: Yup.

Rabbit: Definitely Giraffa Camelopardalis.

Narrator: Behold, the Regal Giraffe.

Giraffe: Actually, I've always wanted to be a doctor...

Bird: Paging doctor giraffe...paging doctor giraffe...

Duck: Cut!

Kangaroo: Exactly.

Duck: Giraffe don't live in the woods. Giraffe are safari animals. Now, get him OUT OF HERE!

Kangaroo: This is a Moose – take four!

Duck: What's happening NOW?!!

Narrator: Grandmother Moose and Regal Giraffe prepare to launch Mighty Moose into space.

Duck: STOP IT! Stop it right NOW!! Moose do NOT fly into space! They do NOT guard lacrosse nets!!
ALL: **SPROING!!**

Duck: What just happened?

Narrator: The moose has been launched.

Duck: They can’t DO that! This is a film about Moose!! Moose drinking from lakes. Moose eating leaves. Moose doing Moose things!

Narrator: Look at that moose go!

Duck: **CUT! CUT! CUT!!** Listen to me! All animals are going to play their proper roles from NOW ON!! Understood?

This is a Moose - take FIVE!

Giraffe: (quietly to himself) The handsome doctor takes a rare break from saving lives...

Kangaroo: But we can’t take five.

Rabbit: The moose is in OUTER SPACE!

Chipmunk: I’LL GET HIM!!!

Narrator: Scrappy Squirrel to the rescue.

Chipmunk: Actually, I’m a chipmunk. I’m coming, ASTROMOOSE!!!

Duck: **CUT!!!** Will somebody PLEASE find me an animal that acts like it’s supposed to!!! (cloud over duck’s head...)

Oh...

ALL: **KA-BOOM!!!!!!**
Duck: This is an Astronaut - take one!!

The End

Duck: That’s a wrap!